THE GNH CENTRE BHUTAN

GNH IN ACTION
To create a unique place of reflection, learning and action where nature, culture and spirituality blend in a harmonious way towards happiness and compassion for the world.
Empowering people through compassion and wisdom towards a mindful and happy society.
Encourage a transformative learning process
Practicing Mindfulness
Leadership
Practicing GNH in Daily Lives
GNH ADVOCACY
MINDFULNESS
YOUTH PROJECTS
YOUTH LEADERSHIP

OUR PARTNERS:
ELC SCHOOL
PUNAKHA SCHOOL
SONAMGANG SCHOOL
MIN OF EDUCATION
GNH COMMISSION
CSO AUTHORITY
46 Acres
Chhoekhor Valley
in Central Bhutan
GNH CENTRE BUMTHANG

- Green & Sustainable GNH Centre for Resident participants with public spaces
- To offer programmes of various duration
- To function as retreat centre
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMMES

GNH ADVOCACY | MINDFULNESS | FUND RAISING ACTIVITIES | ESTABLISHING GNH BEYOND BHUTAN
CURRENT GNHCB CHALLENGES

ADVOCATING GNH
MINDFULNESS PRACTICE
KNOWLEDGE HUB
TRANSFORMATION
FUND RAISING ACTIVITIES
RIGHT UNDERSTANDING OF GNH
OUR PARTNERS

Schumacher College

Transformative Learning for Sustainable Living

GNH CENTRE SPAIN

Small Giants

B.GRIMM
SINCE 1878

Center for Digital Storytelling